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Abstract
Selective attention is a biological mechanism to process salient subregions of the sensory
input space, while suppressing non-salient inputs. We present a hardware selective attention
system, implemented using a neuromorphic VLSI chip interfaced to a workstation, via a custom
PCI board and based on an address event (spike based) representation of signals. The chip
selects salient inputs and sequentially shifts from one salient input to the other. The PCI board
acts as an interface between the chip and an algorithm that generates saliency maps. We present
experimental data showing the system’s response to saliency maps generated from natural scenes.
c 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Selective attention is a mechanism used by a wide variety of biological systems to
optimize their limited parallel-processing resources by identifying relevant subregions
of the sensory input space and processing them in a serial fashion, shifting sequentially
from one subregion to the other. This mechanism acts as a dynamic 9lter that allows the
system to determine what information is relevant for the task at hand, and to process it,
while suppressing the irrelevant information that the system is not able to analyze simultaneously. It can be a very e:ective engineering tool for designing arti9cial systems
that need to process real-time sensory information and that have limited computational
resources. In biology, selective attention mechanisms are modulated by stimulus- and
goal-driven factors to facilitate the emergence of a “winner” from several potential targets [11]. The selective attention system we present in this paper implements a real-time
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model of the stimulus-driven form of selective attention, based on the saliency map
concept, originally put forth by Koch and Ullman [9]. The system processes images
on a workstation, generates corresponding saliency maps, and produces focus of attention (FOA) scanpaths. We generate saliency maps using the visual attention software
model developed by Itti et al. [8]. The program generates bi-dimensional (gray-level)
saliency map images, in which the brightness of the pixel corresponds to its saliency.
We then translate the saliency map into a series of spike trains (events), the brightest
pixel generating the spike train with highest 9ring rate. Each pixel in the saliency map
image is assigned an address. We then send the address-events to a selective attention
chip [7] via a custom digital PCI-AER board [2]. The communication protocol used to
transmit address-event from the PCI board to the selective attention chip (and back) is
based on the address-event representation (AER) [10,3]. The selective attention chip
contains a competitive network of (silicon) integrate and 9re neurons that selects the
input with highest frequency spikes, and implements inhibition of return dynamics (a
key feature of many selective attention systems) [5,12].

2. The selective attention system components
The selective attention system we present has three main components (see Fig. 1): the
software algorithm for generating saliency maps from arbitrary images, the PCI-AER
board, for interfacing the algorithm to neuromorphic AER chips, and the selective
attention chip, for implementing the WTA competitive stage, and the inhibition of
return dynamics.
We use the saliency map (SM) code to extract three conspicuity maps, for intensity,
color and orientation, from an image of 800 × 800 pixels. The maps are normalized,
re-sampled, and combined to generate 8 × 8 gray-level image that represents the 9nal
saliency map. For each pixel of the saliency map, we generate a spike train using a
Poisson distribution with mean rate proportional to the pixel’s gray level. We then
send sequences of spike trains to the selective attention chip, via the PCI-AER board.
In the experiments presented we used a one-to-one mapping between the pixels in the
saliency map and the neurons in the selective attention chip.
The PCI-AER board is designed to provide a programmable interface between the
AER bus and a standard PCI bus and allow a number of AER-compliant neuromorphic
devices to communicate with each other. The present version of the PCI-AER board
[2] implements the following functions:
• The MAPPER, which implements the programmable connectivity pattern between
up to four sender chips, and up to four receiver chips through the storage of the
connection matrix on a look-up table.
• The MONITOR, which allows to tap the transactions on the AER bus, to attach time
information to them and to forward the joint information to a PC via PCI.
• The SEQUENCER, that can generate events on the AER bus, emulating a virtual
neural chip and/or a Lux of external spikes to the neural chips.
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Fig. 1. The experimental setup. We generate saliency maps from images, convert them to sequences of spike
trains and send them to the selective attention chip via the PCI-AER board. The selective attention chip is
interfaced to the PCI board via a smaller adapter board. The PCI-AER board also reads spikes generated by
the selective attention chip and sends them back to the PC for data logging.

The board is managed on the PCI side via low-level Linux drivers and a high-level GUI
interface. In this project we exploited the MAPPER function to arrange the transmission
of the Poisson spike trains to the right neuron-addresses of the selective attention chip,
the MONITOR to collect and store on 9le the time-stamped spike trains coming from
the chip and the SEQUENCER to send the software generated spikes to the chip.
The selective attention chip contains an array of 8 × 8 cells. Each cell comprises
an excitatory synapse, an inhibitory synapse, a hysteretic winner-take-all (WTA) cell
[7], a local inhibitory output neuron [6], and two position-to-voltage (P2V) circuits [4]
(see Fig. 1).
The P2V circuits produce two analog output voltages encoding the x coordinate
and the y coordinate of the winning cell. The excitatory synapse is a current-mirror
integrator [1] interfaced to the input AER circuitry. It receives o:-chip address events,
and integrates them into an excitatory current Iex .
The inhibitory synapse is a similar circuit that integrates the on-chip spikes of the
same cell’s output neuron into an inhibitory current Iior .
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As soon as the net input current Iex − Iior decreases below the value of a current
exciting a di:erent cell, the WTA network switches state and selects the new cell as
the winner.
The hysteretic WTA cell is connected to its four nearest neighbors, both with lateral
excitatory connections and lateral inhibitory connections. If lateral excitation is enabled,
the system tends to select new winners in the immediate neighborhood of the currently
selected cell. The winning cell supplies a current to the position-to-voltage row and
column circuits. It also sources a DC current into a neuron connected to it. Each action
potential generated by this neuron produces an address event.
The inhibitory connections control the spatial extend over which competition takes
place.
If the lateral inhibition is maximally turned on, all WTA cells are connected together
and only one winner can be selected at a time (global inhibition). If inhibition is low,
the WTA network allows multiple winner to be selected, as long as they are suMciently
distant from each other (local inhibition).
Depending on the time constants and strength of the excitatory and inhibitory
synapses, on the input stimuli and on the frequency of the output neuron, the WTA
network will switch the selection of the winner between the largest input and the
next-largest, or between the largest and more inputs of successively decreasing strength,
thus generating focus of attention scanpaths [13].
3. Results
We measured the spikes (address-events) generated by the selective attention chip, in
response to di:erent saliency maps, created from images of natural scenes. With these
experiments we point out the non-linear 9ltering properties of the selective attention
mechanism (by analyzing the mean rates of the spiking activity) and its dynamics (by
analyzing the raster plots of the spikes of the winning neurons).
In Fig. 2 we show the mean 9ring rates of the output neurons of the selective
attention chip (bottom row), measured via the PCI board, in response to software
saliency maps (middle row) generated from two images of “natural” scenes (top row).
Note how neuron (8,8) of the selective attention chip has non-null activity, on the
bottom left image, even if it is not stimulated with input spikes. This is most probably
due to border e:ects on the chip layout and is being taken into account for the next
generation of selective attention chips.
In Fig. 3 we show the input image subdivided into the 8 × 8 regions that form the
saliency map, together with the mean 9ring rates of the four winning neurons of the
selective attention, next to the raster plot of the spikes generated by the same neurons.
The raster plot shows how the selective attention chip changes the position of the
focus of attention (FOA) over time, attending the four corresponding regions of the
input image with di:erent delays. The FOA dynamics are determined by some of the
chip’s parameters that can be set by changing external bias voltages and that control
properties such as synaptic weights, time constants, neuron’s output spike frequency,
refractory period, etc.
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Fig. 2. Original image, saliency maps and (gray-level) average 9ring rate of the selective attention chip
neurons, for two natural scenes.

Fig. 3. Original image (at the top) and raster plot of the selective attention chip output neurons (at the
bottom). The 9ring rate of the corresponding regions of the saliency maps (averaged over 10 s) are superimposed on the image. The raster plot of the 8 × 8 neurons has the neuron address on the vertical axis and
time on the horizontal axis.
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4. Conclusion
We demonstrated a mixed software-hardware model of saliency-based selective attention, based on the emerging AER communication protocol, and custom neuromorphic
VLSI devices.
This work was mainly intended as a demonstration of the capabilities of the PCI-AER
board, designed to implement the communication between software/hardware
neuromorphic components.
Now that experimental results showed how the interaction of the various system
components produces behaviors that are in accordance with physiological and psychophysical data, we plan to use the system presented as a real-time research tool for
investigating properties of selective attention systems and eventually identifying the
key software/hardware components necessary for engineering applications.
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